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Baker Act

19-105444

Main Trail

Male secured for BA transported to Halifax without incident.

Disturbance
-Domestic

19-105170

Wellwood Lane

Disturbance
– Domestic

19-105320

Karas Trail

Loitering/
Prowling

19-105379

Rymen Ln

Suspicious
Vehicle (
Narcotics)

19-105398

Ziegfield Place

THI

19-105362

US 1 @ Eagle
Rock

SRD Petty (BTMS) took a report of a disturbance (delayed) between
a student and his step mother. S1 was arrested for Child Abuse
(domestic).
V1 got into an argument with her dad, S1 and her step mother, O1,
S1 then punched V1 in the face, and choked her. Charges (batterydomestic / Child abuse/ strangulation) will be passed on to day
shift.
Neighbor called to advise that several juveniles were seen hanging
around a new home construction site. Upon arrival one juvenile,
S1, initially ignored law enforcement commands and tried to leave
the area. He eventually complied at taser point. Post Miranda, S1
admitted that he attempted to open the front door of the home to
“see the house.” When the door was locked, he said that they
moved on. S1 was subsequently arrested for resisting LEO without
violence, loitering and prowling, and possession of marijuana under
20g.
An anonymous neighbor called about a vehicle that had been sitting
on Ziegfield Place, running for about an hour. Deputies made
contact with S1 in the front seat of van. After a search/ inventory of
the vehicle there were credit cards and ID’s that did not belong to
S1, along with lots of miscellaneous property. S1 advised that he
obtains all of it by picking through garbage. S1 is being charged with
possession of methamphetamine, possession of drug
paraphernalia, driving without a Florida license (only possess and
identification card)(UTC ABAQ8GE), possession of prescription pills
without an RX, possession of ID (4) or fewer without authorization.
Two vehicle accident resulting in the driver of one of the vehicles
being pronounced deceased on scene by FD. FHP arrived on scene
and completed their investigation.
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